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Abstract—5G networks offer various network services based on
software defined networking and network function virtualization.
However, certain services are sensitive to link latency which is
why it is consistently observed to provide high quality services.
Previous studies have proposed two approaches to this task:
measuring the latency by probe packets and link-layer discovery
protocol (LLDP) packets. However, they have several limitations
like flow rule preconfiguration, influence of the control plane
traffic, and necessity of calibration. In this paper, Bidirectional
forwarding detection (BFD) based approach is proposed. The
approach measures latency at the data plane with simply imple-
mented echo mode in Open vSwitch. We evaluates and compare
the proposed approach to LLDP-based one in terms of single link
latency and path latency, and error rate. In addition, we verify
that the control plane throughput affects link latency according
to the increased number of switches. As a result, the proposed
approach can resolve the limitations and provides accuracy link
latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Software Defined Networking(SDN) and Network
Function Virtualization(NFV) have received attention as foun-
dation techniques for 5G network. 5G requires network slicing
based on SDN and NVF to provide various services. Several
services, such as mission-critical IoT and realtime streaming,
are very sensitive to network latency. Thus, network latency
monitoring is continuously and accurately required for all links
of the network.

Traditional network has an architecture with coupled data
and control planes, and distribution of network functions. The
architecture has limitations such as network management and
open networking. In contrast, SDN is decoupling control and
data planes. It provides direct programmability, centralized
network management, open standards ,and vendor neutraliza-
tion. SDN consists of a controller, switches, and a south-
bound interface for communication between the controller and
switches as OpenFlow protocol [1].

There are two proposed approaches to measure link latency.
The first approach uses probe packets (Probe) [4]-[8]. A
controller inserts Probe with sending timestamp (TSEND) to
the switch of the data plane. The inserted switch is denoted
SrcSW. Probe is traversed links and one of switches returns
it to the controller. The switch returning the Probe to the
control plane is denoted DstSW. At that time, the controller is
able to calculate the latency TMEASURE (TRECV −TSEND).

TMEASURE includes the latency TSWtoCTL between the con-
troller and the switches. It also includes OpenFlow message
processing latency TPROC . However, Probe approach does
not offer the method of measurement TSWtoCTL. It makes
additional overhead at the control plane because Probe is
additionally built and OpenFlow message carries with it in
order to inject to the data plane. The important issue is that
the entry of flow table should be preconfigured for Probe
forwarding.

The second approach uses Link-layer Discovery Protocol
(LLDP) [2] packets identical to Probe [10]. A controller pe-
riodically sends a LLDP packet included in a PACKET_OUT
message (POUT). The LLDP packet carries TSEND in an
optional TLV and TMEASURE is calculated. Unlike Probe
approach, this approach is able to obtain TSWtoCTL with the
help of OpenFlow messages. Thus, TLINK is computed as
follows: (TRECV −TSEND−2TSWtoCTL). The advantage of
this approach has less overhead at the control plane because
it does not need to build an additional Probe. The entry of
flow table is not required to forward LLDP packet. However,
TMEASURE increases according to the control plane through-
put. Increasing the number of switches leads to more overhead
and delay at the control plane as the controller handles more
control messages. It causes critical error rate to measure link
latency. Consequentially, this approach has to need calibration
to reduce error rate.

In this paper, we propose a Bidirectional Forwarding
Detection(BFD)-based Link Latency Measurement technique.
BFD is designed to detect physical link failure and it is
supported in Open vSwitch (OVS) which is the most pop-
ular software switch [14][3]. However, it is impossible to
measure link latency with OVS because OVS only supports
asynchronous mode. This being so, we design and implement
echo mode in BFD module of OVS. It makes OVS possible to
measure link latency at the data plane. Measured link latency
included in LLDP packets is forwarded to the controller. The
advantage of BFD-based approach is avoidance the influence
of overhead at the control plane. Also, the approach provides
precise link latency without calibration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II summarize the related works. BFD-based link latency
measurement is introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we
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Fig. 1. Example of Probe-based Measurement

compare the proposed approach and LLDP-based one through
experiments with OVS and Floodlight [15], and Section V
concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Probe-based Measurement

Probe-based measurement techniques [4][5] insert a Probe
to the data plane to measure the latency of all paths in SDN.
In [4], Ethernet frame carries timestamp, and calibration is
developed to enhance accuracy. Real data packet is used like
Probe to carry timestamp in [5]. This approach targets the
network having long route latency to ignore measurement
error. Both approaches uses building Probe, while they do not
consider overhead at the control plane.

[6] and [7] targets the network with low link latency. They
measure path latency, not a single link. A controller inserts
a Probe including timestamp TSEND to SrcSW of the path.
The Probe is traversed through the path, and DstSW of the
path return it to the controller. The controller can get the link
latency which is the path latency TRECV − TSEND divided
by hop count. In addiotn, [8] is same approach. It monitors
continuously the network latency by inserting data packet with
sending timestamp. Its measurement frequency is based on the
flow table entry which has valid active time. The frequency is
unable to be altered.

However, those approaches require the additional flow table
entries of the switches on all paths in order to forward Probe
as illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, in order to forward Probe,
switches on the path need two type flow table entries at least.
The controller injects a POUT with the time-stamped Probe.
The Probe is sent by the output action of the POUT through the
port X (arbitrary port number). Thus, Switch1 does not need a
specific flow table entry. But, Switch2 and Switch3 require the
specific entries to identify the Probe, assuming that the Probe
is identified based on MAC addresses. If the MAC addresses of
the Probe are MACsrc and MACdst, the match field of flow
table entries of Switch2 and Switch3 are set like (Source MAC
Address = MACsrc), (Destination MAC address = MACdst),
and (Output Port = X). In case of Switch4, it is the edge
switch. The Probe has to be returned to the controller at
Switch4. Therefore, Output Port is set Controller [1] different
from Switch2 and Switch3. As a result, for transmission Probe,
additional flow table entry is set to switches on the path except

Fig. 2. Topology Discovery in SDN

SrcSW. Probe-based approaches need more resources of the
switches due to building Probe and setting the path for Probe.

B. LLDP-based Measurement

In SDN, a controller needs to discover the whole network
topology in order to decide how packets are delivered through
the appropriate port of a switch. The controller uses LLDP
with minor modifications [9]. The topology discovery is de-
scribed in Fig. 2. The controller periodically sends a LLDP
packet included in a POUT to all connected switches. The
controller uses POUT message to insert a packet to the data
plane. When Switch1 receives POUT with the LLDP packet,
Switch1 sends the LLDP packet out to all ports. The LLDP
packet is sent from the 3rd port of Switch1. The LLDP packet
is traversed a link and reaches Switch2 through the 1st port.
Switch2 returns the LLDP packet contained in a Packet_In
(PIN) which is used to forward a packet to the controller. At
receiving the LLDP packet, the controller is able to find link
information between Switch1 and Switch2. As a result, the
controller recognizes the whole network topology.

LLDP-based approach uses a LLDP packet like Probe [10].
A controller stores TSEND (ms) in the System Capabilities
(SC) TLV option (4bytes) of the LLDP packet when it starts
topology discovery. At receiving the LLDP packet, the con-
troller calculates TMEASURE (TRECV − TSEND). However,
TMEASURE includes 2TSWtoCTL which is latency between
the controller and SrcSW/DstSW mentioned in Section I.
TSWtoCTL is able to be obtained from difference between
transmission Barrier Request and reception Barrier Reply
messages in [10]. Barrier messages is exchanged when the
controller wants to ensure message dependencies have been
met or wants to receive notifications for completed operations
[1].

Latency accuracy is verified by comparing TMEASURE

and PING half RTT. Latency and half RTT are measured
with the linear topology consisted of two switches and two
hosts. In the simulation, average half RTT is 0.3 ms and
TMEASURE is 1.338 ms. The delay between the controller
and the first switch is 0.3 ms, and TSWtoCTL between the
controller and the second switch is 0.5 ms. Measurement error
is 346% ( (1.338 âĹŠ 0.3)/0.3 = 3.46) when 2TSWtoCTL is
not considered. If is considered, TLINK is 0.538ms (1.338 -



Fig. 3. Asynchonous Mode in Open vSwitch

0.3 - 0.5). Measurement error is 79% ((0.538 âĂŞ 0.3)/0.3 =
0.79). Measurement error is caused by irregular TSWtoCTL.

Thus, calibration is required to reduce measurement error.
[10] shows that TMEASURE linearly increases according to
the number of switches. Linear function is generated as
follows:

y − c = a(x− 2) + b, (1)

where x is the number of switches and y is TMEASURE . a,
b, and c are obtained through calculation based on PING half
RTT. For example, when the simulation is performed, the link
delay of Mininet [16] is set 0 ms. In this case, a, b, and c
is 35, 770, and 334, respectively. Calibration TMEASURE is
expressed as follows:

ycalibration = y − 35(x− 2)− 770. (2)

This way, the linear function is generated and it is used to
reduce measurement error and to enhance accuracy. However,
this approach has a condition that PING RTT is measured at
the host. Half RTT is the base line on which to generate the
linear function. Moreover, it does not consider irregular link
latency according to the network state. If it is considered, this
approach would need some interfaces or procedures to reflect
dynamically changed PING RTT.

III. BFD-BASED LINK LATENCY MEASUREMENT

In this section, we introduce BFD-based link latency mea-
surement and how to operate it with Echo mode in OVS.

A. Bidirectional Forwarding Detection

Generally, networks are designed having redundant backup
links to protect the important applications. Network devices
have to quickly forward packets through backup links after de-
tecting link failure. Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD)
is proposed for fast detection [11][12]. BFD detects the point-
to-point failure of links by regularly sending control messages.

BFD has two operation modes, Asynchronous (Async)
mode and Demand mode. In Async mode, network devices

Fig. 4. Echo Mode in Open vSwitch

periodically forwards control messages to a system. If the
system do not receive many control messages, the device
should declare happened link failure as shown in Fig.3. Async
mode is only implemented in OVS. A system is independent
for verification of connections to other system in Demand
mode. BFD is used for additional means. The system does
not send control messages after BFD session establishment
except when the system is not sure that the link connection is
active.

Echo mode is used with Aync mode and Demand mode
simultaneously. After session establishment, a transmission
system sends an echo message and a reception system returns
the message to the transmission system as illustrated in Fig.
4. The payload is local matter because echo message is
always processed in the transmission system. For the proposed
scheme, we implement Echo mode in OVS.

B. BFD Echo Mode in Open vSwitch

BFD is implemented in OVS to detect link failure instead
of a well known Connectivity Fault Management (CFM)[13].
OVS periodically sends BFD control messages at a rate negoti-
ated independently in each direction. Each endpoint designates
the rate at which it expects receiving control messages, and
the rate at which it sends them. In order to detect, OVS uses a
detection multiplier of three. It means that an endpoint notifies
a link fault if three successive BFD control messages do not
reach. In OVS, the implementation of BFD targets to observe
the standard [11].

However, OVS does not implement Echo mode. We imple-
ment Echo Mode of BFD for the proposed measurement. Echo
message transmission frequency is the same as the one of BFD
Async mode. After BFD session establishment, echo messages
are sent by the monitor thread of the BFD enabled ports.
Echo message and BFD control message are registered in the
special process list to avoid flow table pipeline processing.
Echo message is simply returned to a transmitting OVS or is
processed in the OVS. Echo messages are only exchanged
between neighbor OVSs. The transmitting OVS is able to
measure TLINK from Echo message half RTT.



Fig. 5. Echo Mode Operation in Open vSwitch

C. Echo Message Format

Basically, the payload of echo message is local matter. We
define Echo message having two parameters, Discriminator
(4bytes) and Sending Timestamp (4bytes). In BFD, all ports
enabled BFD of OVS have each other different nonzero
discriminator (DISC) value generated by the transmitting OVS.
OVS is able to classify who transmits echo message based on
discriminator. For example, the transmitting OVS compares
its own discriminator to the discriminator in received echo
message. If they are same, the OVS processes the echo
message. If not, the echo message should be returned to the
transmitting OVS. Echo message also has to include sending
timestamp TSEND in order to calculate TLINK when the
transmitting OVS receives the returned echo message. It is
noted that regarding the overhead in the data plane caused by
echo message exchange, it is 0.00001% per sec for 1G link.
Thus, the overhead in the data plane is negligible.

D. Echo Mode Operation in Open vSwitch

Echo mode operation is described as Fig. 5. There are
OVS1 and OVS2, and they are adjoining. 3rd Port of OVS1
is connected to 1st Port of OVS2. It is assumed that echo
mode is enabled at the ports. The discriminator of 3rd Port
of OVS1 and the one of 1st Port of OVS2 are DISCOV S1p3

and DISCOV S2p1, respectively.
After session establishment, OVS1 transmits a echo message

including DISCOV S1p3 and TSEND to OVS2. When OVS2
receives the echo message, OVS2 extracts DISCOV S1p3 and
compare DISCOV S1p3 to its own DISCOV S2p1. However,
they are different from each other. OVS2 returns the echo
message to the OVS1. OVS1 extracts DISCOV S1p3 and
compare DISCOV S1p3 to its own discriminator. They are
identical discriminators, and OVS1 is able to obtain TLINK

TABLE I
SERVER SPECIFICATION

CPU Intel Xeon ES-2650 v3@2.30GHz (10-Core, x86-64) * 1
Memory 64GB (DDR4 ECC 16GB * 4)

NIC Inte 82599 ES, 10GB
OS Ubuntu 14.04

Linux Kernel 3.16.0

(TRECV - TSEND). TLINK is stored to netdev structure for
the port of OVS.

E. Latency Delivery

TLINK stored in OVS has to be forwarded to the controller.
To achieve that, we use a LLDP packet with a SC TLV option
as similar concept of [10]. When the controller inserts the
LLDP packet to the data plane, it uses a POUT. The POUT
carries the LLDP packet in the data field with an output
action command. The output action specifies the port which
the LLDP packet is transmitted through.

After receiving OpenFlow messages (POUT), OVS decodes
the messages to process for the goal of each message. If the
reception message is POUT, OVS checks whether the action in
POUT is the output action. If it is true, OVS calls netdev_send
function to send the data included in the data field of POUT.

In netdev_send function, OVS saves the link latency to the
SC TLV of the LLDP packet before sending the LLDP packet.
First, OVS checks whether the link latency is zero to prevent
unnecessary processing. If it is not zero, OVS verifies that
the data is the LLDP packet. If it is the LLDP packet, OVS
examines that the LLDP packet has the SC option TLV. If
it has SC TLV option, OVS puts TLINK to the option. The
LLDP packet is sent to a neighbor OVS, and the neighbor
OVS is forwarding the LLDP included in PIN. The controller
can obtain TLINK between the OVS and its neighbor OVS.
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IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we have experiments with Mininet [16],
OVS [14], and Floodlight [15]. Each application is installed
in different servers. The specifications of server is shown in
Table. I. We compare LLDP-based approach and the proposed
approach on the basis of PING half RTT without calibration.
The simulation topology is built linearly and the number of
switches increases from 5 to 25 by 5. Two hosts are connected
to both endpoints.

Basically, LLDP-based link latency measurement approach
is implemented in Floodlight version 1.2. Floodlight mea-
sures TSWtoCTL when Echo Request/Reply and Features
Request/Reply are exchanged between the controller and
switches. TSWtoCTL is stored in Connection Class managing
a connection for the switch. Floodlight stores TSEND +
TSrcSWtoCTL to the optional TLV of a LLDP packet and
inserts the packet to the data plane. TSrcSWtoCTL is latency
between the controller and the switch that the LLDP packet
will be inserted. When the LLDP packet is returned to the
controller, the controller adds TDstSWtoCTL, which is latency
between the controller and the switch returning the LLDP
packet, to TSEND+TSrcSWtoCTL. We implement Echo mode
in BFD module of OVS to measure TLINK for the proposed
approach. In order to deliver TLINK , SC optional TLV is
added to the LLDP packet built in Floodlight. As a result,
Floodlight obtains TLINK as follows:

TRECV − (TSEND + TSrcSWtoCTL + TDstSWtoCTL). (3)

A. Single Link Latency

We measure the single link latency of LLDP-based and
BFD-based measurements, and compare them to PING half
RTT. Half RTT is the average latency of 5 times measurement.
Its single link latency is calculated as (half RTT / total links).
Total links includes the number of links between hosts and
switches. In case of LLDP-based measurement, the frequency
of LLDP packet transmission is set 15sec and the latency is
the average value of 3 times measurement of all links. The
frequency of echo message transmission is set 1sec and the
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measured TLINK is delivered to the controller at the period
of sending LLDP packet. The single link latency of BFD-based
measurement is the average value of all links.

LLDP-based measurement is higher than BFD-based one
as shown in Fig. 6. The reason is that the former includes
OpenFlow message processing time. Moreover, the overhead
of the control plane influences calculating TSWtoCTL. In
contrast, the latency of BFD-based measurement is proximity
to half RTT because this approach is not affected by the
overhead of the control plane.

We calculate the error rate of both approaches on the basis
of half RTT regarding the single latency as shown in Fig. 7. In
case of LLDP-based measurement, error rate is too high. On
the other hand, some error rates of BFD-based measurement
are lower than 0%, meaning that the single link latency of
BFD-based measurement is lower than the one of half RTT.
Thus, in theses cases, we can regard that the single link
latency of half RTT and BFD-based measurement is almost
identical. When the number of switches is 10, 20, and 25,
the min and max error rate of BFD-based measurement are
3.75% and 15.83%, respectively. But, real gap is very small
such as 0.28ms, 0.18ms, and 1.03ms. As a result, if LLDP-
based measurement is used, calibration should be performed
to reduce error rate. However, BFD-based measurement shows
low error rate without calibration, meaning that the proposed
measurement provides high accuracy.

B. Linear Path Latency

In order to measure linear path latency, we set the topology
with two hosts and several switches. The path latency of
LLDP-based and BFD-based approaches is the sum of link
latency between two edge switches connected to the hosts.
On the contrary, in case of half RTT, path latency is following
as: (half RTT / (total links - 2)), meaning that two links
between the hosts and the edge switches are excluded. The
path latency of BFD-based measurement is similar with the
one of half RTT. However, the path latency of LLDP-based
measurement steeply increases according to the increased
number of switches due to the overhead affect of the control
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plane as shown in Fig. 8. We shall analysis the cause of this
situation in Section C.

C. Affect of Control Plane Throughput

In order to verify the affect of the control plane, we
measure the throughput of the control plane according to the
increased number of switches. The throughput is the average
value during the link latency measurement. Fig. 9 shows the
path latency of each approach and the throughput of the
control plane concurrently. The increase rate of LLDP-based
approach is more than the one of the throughput of the control
plane. In contrast, the increase rate of BFD-based approach
is less than the one of the throughput. It means that LLDP-
based measurement is influenced by the throughput of the
control plane. According to the increased number of switches,
the number of OpenFlow messages increase. The controller
frequently sends statistic request messages to recognize the
situation of connected switches about flows, ports, groups,
meters, etc. Then, the switches response by sending statis-
tics reply messages. More messages influence to the control
plane condition, and it makes increasing the workload of the
controller. Consequently, LLDP-based approach is not able to
provide accurate link latency without calibration.

V. CONCLUSION

BFD-based link latency measurement is proposed in this
paper. Previous approaches, such as Probe-based and LLDP-
based measurements, have limitations like the preconfiguration
of flow tables to forward Probe, the influence of the control
plane throughput, and the necessity of calibration. However,
BFD-based measurement resolve the limitations. Echo mode
is simply implemented in BFD module of OVS. The measured
link latency is delivered by using the LLDP packet. Also,
the proposed approach is not influenced by the throughput
of the control plane. As a result, BFD-based approach is able
to provide accuracy link latency without calibration.
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